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hacks? ] Bypass [serial] lock on the windows so you can install third party programs on it when on the go etc. Stock Tune 5.0
[serial] Honeycomb 2.0 Full Version [serial] Thanks for downloading my iFunBox. The use of all these hacks are still in
development stages. I do not guarantee any of them will work with you PC. Please try before you buy. Please note that iFunBox
v1.2 will be released this month. Reboot I also upload all my software related hacks and tips on daily basis to MySpace. You can
find it at the link below: Digital FunBox If you have any question or suggestion, please email me at: funboxhacks@yahoo.comQ:
Why does Hash::new initialize to nil when called with no arguments? From the docs: Hash::new(default) calls the given
constructor with default as its parameter, and returns the resulting value. If a block is given, it is evaluated in the context of the
hash table, and the return value becomes the new value. So if I call Hash::new() or Hash::new(default: 42), why does it initialize
to nil? Is this something that Ruby or the jit does? A: Its because default can be a block: Hash.new { |h,k| h[k] = 42 } # =>
{:foo=>42} Not sure why it doesn't want to initialize to 42, but because of the interesting use-case of block the doc seems a bit
vague (or I'm missing the point) Coconut Milk and Coffee-Coconut Milkshakes I’m back. This isn’t a post. Not really. Instead,
it’s a list of things I’m making that I didn’t want to put up on the blog because they’re a long ways from being the best. They’re
just food I want to eat. And they might be going on the blog. So yeah. I’m still loving my more permanent, seasonally-specific
veggie garden. I like my produce fresh, so I try to
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